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Crime report

Date: 8th September 2006

Object:   Signalization about serious criminal offenses happened inside the public prosecutor’s 
office of Rome. Hypothesis of crime against the State, and of defamation against public 
prosecutor’s office of Rome. Request for external intervention. Request for an intervention in favor 
of our protection because of the consequences of suffering.  
Title: “Case Beatrix”

Saying first

that inside the public prosecutor’s office of Rome located at piazzale Clodio, there has been a subtraction of 

documents containing signals, esposti and crime reports (art.616 of criminal code), which had been presented 

by who is writing; and noted that such subtraction continues to repeat for whatever new document we 

deliver, whether it is presented by registered letter, whether it is deposited into the appropriate office of 

piazzale Clodio. 

In all, six (6) registered letters and two esposti — personally handed in, of which we keep a copy selfsame to 

the original one stamped by public prosecutor’s office—, have been stolen and/or lost on the premises of the 

public prosecutor’s office.  

At the same time local carabinieri refused to accept whatever our esposto/crime report. The registered letters, 

which had been sent to Quirinale, have been later forwarded to Interior Ministry, and from there have been 

sent to appropriate Prefecture, after they were newly lost.  

We succeeded to send only one document to public prosecutor’s office. This allowed us to have the 

prosecutor’s assertion concerning the subtraction and/or loss of all preceding documents.

We have tried to send by registered letter to the prosecutor further data of investigation, but also that letter 

was stolen and/or lost. The proceeding was closed on 3rd January 2006, without neither prosecutor nor judge 

of preliminary investigation took care to have the missing papers, without listening to us, without to give us 

the possibility to submit other elements, proofs, memorials, without a regular trial, and without fixing the 

problem, so the subtraction and/or loss had also taken place for the following documents, making impossible 

to us both to access to a fundamental right granted to citizen, and the submission of other data related to 

investigation.

Declaration:
- The legal proceeding opened by Rome’s public prosecutor’s office has a lot of contradictions and contains 

objectives and evident mistakes, which make it to be insubstantial just from its foundations, as we explain 

into the enclosed detail titled  “il giuoco delle tre carte”.

-In the past we suffered various offenses, we consider the subtraction of documents at public prosecutor’s 

office as an ulterior offense to add to the list of the previous ones we suffered: for all offences we 

hypothesize the same origin.
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- Because of all events happened, listed into numerous esposti and/or crime reports we have submitted to 

Authority since October 2004, we are remained without job, without car, without home, and reduced to 

poverty. Our town, in which we have the official address, didn’t want to take care of our case, and we had to 

emigrate; still, also in other regions, people who wanted to help us, suffered pressures and intimidations. Our 

story is told into the enclosed detail titled  “due anni d’inferno in Italia”.

We ask

a) That an external public prosecutor’s office opens an investigation in order to find out the authors 

of the crime (subtraction). We ask for an investigation about the work of the state prosecutor Mr. 

************** and the judge of preliminary investigation Mr. ************, concerning what happened 

about the proceeding related to the fascicle 49**/* and to the fascicle 449**/05B. In fact, in the 

documentations made by prosecutor and by judge there are objective mistakes, and even an obvious 

misinterpretation, done by judge, of prosecutor’s words. Such errors undermined the basis of the entire 

proceeding, and make think about a voluntary  closure of the case in great haste, behavior that is into the 

same direction with the will to prevent that  magistrature receives whatsoever document (see the enclosed 

detail titled  “il giuoco delle tre carte”).

b) We ask to consider what’s happened at Rome’s public prosecutor’s office joined with what’s 

happened in general to us —facts already described into esposti and crime reports which had been submitted 

and have been subtracted— and we ask to consider that what’s happened to us at Rome’s public prosecutor’s 

office is  the latest action against us made by a mafia’s association adverse to the State.

c) We ask it is managed  an action of help and  protection;  seeing that because of what’s happened, as 

we described on introduction, and for what we already have fully written inside the subtracted documents 

and inside the “Beatrix 2006” document, we are risking life and we are menaced by the same institutions, 

which should defend us!

d) We ask to make an action against those crimes we have been unjustly accused, in order to invalidate 

the contents of our declarations, or because of the loss and/or subtraction of our esposti and/or our crime 

reports, in particular we ask an action about the unlawful entry made described into our crime report of 

February 2005, in which we asked an action in order to take again possession of our goods and in order to be 

in position to manage the activities of our company. 

Two words about our life. 
Into the enclosed papers “due anni d’inferno in Italia” we explain with more details how we have lived. 

Now, we want to highlight the thing that worried us more than any other, that is, the intimidations received 

from members of police of the local station, started in March 2005, but other intimidations have also taken 

place outside the region, in Lombardy.

We have received menaces from a police force, and refusal to accept our crime reports and esposti. Our 

municipality refused to help us. As soon as we move into another municipality and we ask help, police force 

comes back with intimidating actions, or it begins defamations against us, which prevent to get a new life.

These problems have come out after we have left our birthplace, and we have closed with our families, 

because there were dirty circulations of money, cults with the dead and political plots and plots into the 
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football world’s. Problems are largely manifested  when we made public some important information about 

the historic heritage of C******, fraction of B**** (PD) where there are large installation of illegal antennas 

and quarries in service. Since that moment it has been a hell, it was set fire all around us.

There have been intimidations, unlawful domicile entries, defamations. First we have lost the job, then the 

car, and finally  home. Our requests of help and crime reports have  got lost all even if we had tried different 

ways (public prosecutor’s office, President of Italian Republic). We are emigrated, but a few time later the 

same stories emerged. 

How can we live in Italy if there are some powerful people who interfere so heavily with our life? We can’t 

make a step,  in whatever place of Italy, that this power ruins our life. We are like sons of mafia members, 

we have made the choice to have no longer contacts with that world, we are considered like traitors, and 

therefore we had to pay in an exemplary manner, as a lesson to all those people who want to escape from this 

large human’s Despair. 

It would be easy to think that at the end, these are only our own facts, letting  documentation to 
disappear or not carrying out to one own responsibility. In this situation it will never be freedom 
again, if people don’t stop what’s happening,  even for people who believe to be protected by these 
powers.  At this point it seems that the entire Italy has become like a vast Sicily. 
Therefore, we ask you help, we ask aid to the Italian State and to its Institutions again.

If there isn’t  place for us in Italy, eventually you can help us to go abroad.

Or anyhow, if you cannot guarantee justice, because the historic moment in which we are living is critical, at 

least you can help us to live: we ask the possibility to work and to live.
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Personal data
Who is writing is  M***** T*****  and I** G******** C****** married.
M***** T***** born in N****** V******** on 0*/0*/196* identity card Nr. AH306****,  
issued by Municipality of  R****** (PD)  on 20/05/2002  resident in B**** (PD). 
Email: m***********@libero.it , fax 0* *********  
I** G******* C****** born in N****** V******** on 2*/1*/197* resident in B****(PD)
Email: g****************@libero.it 

Attachments:
We enclose, printed on paper, the following documents:

 Photocopy of our identity cards with signature
 General narration of our story “Due anni d’inferno in Italia” (18 pages) 
 Beatrix case- “Il giuoco delle tre carte”
 Esposto “Ulteriori fatti accaduti dopo 25 marzo e fino al 1 Maggio 2005..” arrived to roman 

prosecutor ********. 

We enclose others documents, recorded into CDROM, considered useful ones.
We recommend to navigate the CD opening the file “indice.htm”, and to read various multimedia documents 
prepared to introduce the case and to study it in depth. 

File Description
Indice.htm Starting file of the CD’s multimedia presentation. The contents is 

navigable by a normal browser.
EspostoR7.pdf The Esposto “Ulteriori fatti ..” reached by  Rome’s prosecutor sent by 

registered letter dated 5/5/5
Le_tre_carte.pdf Document that briefly demonstrate errors and incongruities of the entire 

prosecutor’s and judge’s proceeding
Carteggio_PM_GIP.pdf Document that reports the correspondence related to communications 

with the Rome’s public prosecutor’s office. This document analyzes and 
makes obvious errors and miscarriages of proceeding into a detailed 
way.

esposti2004_2005_01.pdf Collection of  esposti, sent since October 2004, the major part of which 
seems to be lost and/or subtracted.

Beatrix2006.pdf Collection – diary of 2006’s documentation 
ricevute_procura_roma.pdf Copies, put into digital form, of registered letters’ receipts sent to 

Rome’s public prosecutor’s office.
ar milano2.pdf Copies, put into digital form, of registered letters’ receipts sent to 

Milan’s public prosecutor’s office.
Carteggio Riepilogo_B****.pdf Correspondence of communications taken place with official 

municipality. It was submitted to police with the crime report of 27th 

February 2006.
Qs4Maggio_Stalker_04.pdf Document that deepen the second esposti that had been sent on 

12/30/2004.
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